
Amanda Chambers is a wife, mother, former college professor 
turned stay at home mom, and kickass entrepreneur. She loved 
reading and writing from an early age, and oen used books as an 
escape from a tumultuous childhood. As she matriculated through 
grade school, she continued developing that love through English 
classes and hours of reading books at home. Due to a diagnosed 
learning disability, doctors and the school system advised Amanda’s 
mothermother that she would likely not graduate from high school. A er 
having Amanda’s IQ tested and nding it to be well above average, 
her mother refused to allow others to give up on her. Amanda 
graduated on time and went to college.  
 
Once in college, Amanda knew she would pursue her rst love: 
English. ree English degrees later, at age 28, Amanda became a 
college English professor. When she rst began teaching, she was one 
of the youngest professors in her department. A er teaching 
face-to-face and doing a stint as an assistant director of a university 

writing center, Amanda became pregnant and decided to try online teaching so she could stay home with 
her daughter. Her endeavor into online education was successful, and she won multiple awards including 
Instructor of the Quarter and DistinguishInstructor of the Quarter and Distinguished Educator of the Year.
 
A er being laid o due to record low student enrollment, Amanda decided to pursue a dream she’d had 
since she was young: Writing a book. In January 2016, she resumed working on the book she began writing 
in 2008 and self-published it on August 27, 2016 - which also happened to be her 35th birthday. Published 
under the pseudonym Serendipity, which happens to be Amanda’s favorite word, Ember’s Flame is an 
erotic romance novel. Amanda is proud to say that she writes all things love and romance. 

Amanda also joined the world of children’s literature when she released What Jobs Can Girls Do?, which 
she cowrote with her daughter, Brooke. What Jobs Can Girls Do? is the rst in a series based on Brooke, 
who is homeschooled. e series, titled Brooke’s Homeschool Adventures, follows Brooke on all the 
adventures she takes in her imagination.

AmandaAmanda chose self-publishing because she had been around the traditional publishing industry since 
freelance editing in college, and she didn’t agree with a lot of traditional publishing practices. Her endless 
hours of self-publishing research paid o when Ember’s Flame hit #1 on its Amazon chart the day it was 
released. A er seeing that success, many aspiring authors sought guidance from Amanda, which resulted 
in the creation of Divine Legacy Publishing, an umbrella company for self-published authors.
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Divine Legacy Publishing, LLC

Divine Legacy Publishing, LLC, was born from a desire to give authors a less 
traditional and controlled option for sharing their writing with the world. Divine 
Legacy Publishing oers writing coaching, professional editing, self-publishing 
coaching, author branding, social media coaching, graphic design, illustration 
services, audiobook production, and website design. e goal is to provide authors 
with the guidance and tools necessary to take creative control of their work through 
self-publishing.  
  
Although it is not a new phenomenon, self-publishing has received new life in recent 
years. More than one-third of the top 100 books on Amazon are from self-published 
authors and that number continues to rise. Both national and local bookstores are 
accepting books by self-published authors. Readers are embracing self-published 
authors and following them instead of a publishing company.
 
Self-publishingSelf-publishing presents authors with innite possibilities and opportunities. Divine 
Legacy Publishing seeks to be an umbrella under which self-published authors can 
learn, achieve, fellowship, excel, prosper, and succeed.



Serendipity is Amanda’s literary alter ego. Amanda began sneaking and reading her mother’s 
romance novels in middle school and fell in love with the genre. A tough childhood was made 
much more bearable by the happily ever aer that romance novels guaranteed. She was equally 
intrigued when she discovered the erotica genre while away college and decided that if she ever 
wrote a book it would be equal parts romance and erotica with a side of suspense.
InIn 2008, Amanda outlined and began writing her rst novel, but was forced to put it down to 
focus on writing her graduate thesis. Life got busy, but she always dreamed of completing her 
manuscript. Fast forward to January 2016, when she decided to nish and self-publish the novel 
she began eight years before. Seven months later, Ember's Flame quickly shot to the number 
one spot on the Amazon African-American Erotica list. 
 
WWith the slogan “Real love stories have Sex” guiding her, Amanda creates relatable characters 
and puts them in real life situations. When asked why she chose to write erotica, she said: “In 
the past, erotica has been thrown a bit of shade; folks act like you can’t talk about sex. Why not? 
It’s part of love. ere’s so much negativity in the world. But sex, well sex is fun and love makes 
it even more fun. My characters are regular people having extraordinary fun and falling in love. 
And we all like to have fun, right?”  
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Brooke is a super cool kid who enjoys going on adventures 
in her imagination. She loves to ask questions and learn 
new things. 

One dOne day Brooke asks her mommy what jobs girls can do. 
Brooke’s mommy takes her on a journey where she reminds 
Brooke of all the amazing girls Brooke knows and the jobs 
they have, including a few incredible girls from the past.  In 
the end, Brooke learns that girls can do any job they want 
and her options are limitless!

e black communities that appear in Toni Morrison’s Sula (1973) 
and Love (2003) reect historical accounts of early black 
communities and manifest characteristics of Total Institution. 
Although each novel depicts a unique black community, the Ohio 
community in Sula and the resort area in Love, both of these 
communities reect the concept of Total Institution. e novels 
su est that segregation and forced isolation contribute to the 
cohesion and vitality of these cohesion and vitality of these communities. A er segregation 
becomes illegal, these communities falter and, ultimately, fail.

In depicting these Total Institution all black communities and 
showing how they meet their demise during and aer the Civil 
Rights Movement, these novels question the seemingly positive 
eects of integration and equality. If integration caused the 
breakdown of communities that thrived when blacks were 
oppressed, what might such communities have accomplished if 
their members had not become involved in national political 
activism? Such spactivism? Such speculation gives new life to the arguments which 
question whether blacks beneted or were put at a disadvantage 
by the ght for integration.



Ember Sinclair’s only focus is planning for the future. She graduated 
college and became second-in-command at one of the largest 
marketing rms in Raleigh, NC before the age of 30. She doesn’t have 
time for romantic relationships nor does she want to have time. Enter 
Cole Bainbridge. Sexy as sin, a player, a commitment-phobe--and her 
boss.

Cole has bCole has been burned before and has no desire to pursue a 
relationship with any woman, outside of a sexual aair. Ember has 
been on his radar for a while, but he hasn’t pursued her because he 
knows better than to mix business and pleasure.  

When Cole and Ember nd themselves on a dWhen Cole and Ember nd themselves on a dream trip for a week, 
the sparks between them combust into an erotic re that neither of 
them are prepared for.  ey mutually agree to have a week long, 
uncomplicated aair lled with mind blowing sex.  But the best laid 
plans are oen the most fallible.  en, in the blink of an eye, 
something happens and nothing is ever, ever the same.

Free-spirited photographer Cheyenne Nighthorse is fun loving and 
easy going about almost everything . . . except the mysterious 
disappearance of one of her best friends, Violet.  To Cheyenne, 
Violet is dead, plain and simple.  Ember, Cheyenne’s best friend 
since childhood, disagrees with Cheyenne and is sure Violet is out 
there somewhere. 

EmberEmber’s husband Cole enlists the help of his brother, Rock, and 
Cheyenne is forced to open wounds that she had worked so hard to 
heal.  She directs her anger and frustration at what she considers to 
be the cause: Rock diing into Violet’s disappearance.

RRock Bainbridge is a very successful P.I. and he’s damn good at 
what he does, so when his brother and new sister-in-law appeal to 
him for assistance, he’s more than willing to help out family.  What 
he doesn’t account for is the smart mouth hostility he encounters 
from Cheyenne.  He can’t stand a woman who doesn’t act like a 
lady. And Cheyenne is no lady.

When they aWhen they are forced to work closely together to nd Violet, Rock 
and Cheyenne discover that their bodies do not agree with the 
mental dislike they have created and keeping their hands to 
themselves proves to be dicult.  ings get increasingly 
complicated when the past comes back to haunt them and Violet’s 
trail goes cold. 

en, in the blink of an eye, a lone gunshot chanen, in the blink of an eye, a lone gunshot changes everything. 
Forever. 
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